
GigaPointe Fiber 
Advantages

EXTREMELY HIGH
BANDWIDTH. 
GigaPointe Fiber is wired directly to 
your apartment and is not shared 
with other units in your building.   
Even if you have kids or roommates  
who are online gaming, checking 
email, streaming and/or doing 
homework, GigaPointe offers enough 
bandwidth so you can all have an 
excellent online experience.

AWESOME SPEED.
SYMMETRICAL UPLOAD AND 
DOWNLOAD SPEEDS
Every online activity requires both 
upload and download speed to run 
most efficiently. GigaPointe offers 
equal upload & download speeds at 
every level to support whatever your 
individual internet needs may be.

Other internet providers may offer  
25 Mbps connections, when in fact 
it’s more like 25 Mbps upload,  
15 Mbps download.  While a 10 Mbps 
speed difference sounds minimal, 
it can severely impact your online 
speeds at critical moments like  
while streaming your favorite show  
or online gaming.

INCREDIBLE RELIABILITY 
& SECURITY.
GigaPointe’s fiber network is more 
resistant to environmental conditions 
like inclement weather and electrical 
interference giving you continuous 
connectivity with virtually no 
interruptions or downtime.

Fiber optics do not emit electronic 
or radio signals which make it very 
difficult for hackers to intercept data 
transmissions. It’s also easy to quickly 
identify compromised cables, which 
visibly emit light from transmissions.

Compass Pointe has 
constructed a new 
fiber optic network that 
offers more reliability 
and greater speeds 
than ever before. This 
network has the stability 
and scalability to not 
only meet our resident’s 
current internet needs 
but to support your 
needs in the future  
as well. 

Giga



Choose Your Own Direction
Travel at Your Own Speed

What you can do with GigaPointe
DOWNLOAD AND STREAM. 
movies, music, TV shows, sports, podcasts and more
With GigaPointe, downloading is very reliably fast, and streaming 
is buffer-free.  Even if multiple devices are in use in the same 
apartment and are streaming or downloading at the same time.
 
GAME ONLINE. 
GigaPointe offers the best speeds for gamers. With symmetrical 
speeds, you can expect a seamless online experience with 
virtually no lag time. With a private connection you can depend 
on consistent speeds even at peak traffic times.
 
VIDEO CHAT.  
No dropped calls. Video chat improves significantly with 
symmetrical fiber speeds. A high download speed means you’ll 
see and hear the other person better; a matching upload speed 
means they’ll see and hear you better.

CLOUD COMPUTING.
GigaPointe Internet provides the private connectivity and 
reliability that is more important than ever to ensure 
high-performance cloud computing. 

GigaPointe Internet Service offerings are designed 
to fit your personal internet needs and budget.
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SPEED 
UPLOAD/DOWNLOAD (mbps)

35/35
FREE

One simultaneous 
4K stream

SPEED
UPLOAD/DOWNLOAD (mbps)

75/75
$40/MO

Two simultaneous 
4K stream

SPEED
UPLOAD/DOWNLOAD (mbps)

100/100
$75/MO

Download a HD movie 
from iTunes in 2 minutes

SPEED
UPLOAD/DOWNLOAD (mbps)

200/200
$100/MO

Download a HD movie 
from iTunes in 1 minute

WHAT YOU CAN DO

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 9 am - 6 pm
Sat: 10 am - 5 pm
Sun: By Appointment Only

(219)531-1701
compasspointe.com

w follow us 


